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Abstract

Cosmogenic nuclides in stream sediment are widely used to quantify catchment-average erosion
rates. A key assumption is that sampled sediment is representative of erosion from the entire catchment. Here
we show that the common practice of collecting a narrow range of sizes—typically sand—may not yield a
representative sample when the grain size distribution of sediment produced on slopes is spatially variable. A grain
size bias arises when some parts of the catchment produce sand more readily than others. To identify catchments
that are prone to this bias, we used a forward model of sediment mixing and erosion to explore the effects of
catchment relief and area across a range of altitudinal gradients in sediment size and erosion rate. We found that
the bias increases with increasing relief, because higher-relief catchments have a larger fraction of high elevations
that are underrepresented in the sampled sand when grain size increases with altitude. The bias also increases
with catchment area, because sediment size reduction during transport causes an underrepresentation of more
distal, higher elevations within the catchment. Our analysis indicates that grain size bias may be signiﬁcant at
many sites where cosmogenic nuclides have been used to quantify catchment-average erosion rates. We discuss
how to quantify and account for the bias using cosmogenic nuclides and detrital thermochronometry in multiple
sediment sizes.

1. Introduction
Cosmogenic nuclides have revolutionized research on erosion in mountain landscapes. Until about two
decades ago, there were few ways to measure catchment-scale erosion rates over timescales longer than
human observation [Kirchner et al., 2001]. Today, cosmogenic nuclides in stream sediment are commonly
used to quantify millennial averaged catchment-wide erosion rates [Portenga and Bierman, 2011]. One
strength of the approach is that it integrates information about sediment that originates from many points
within the catchment [Brown et al., 1995; Bierman and Steig, 1996; Granger et al., 1996]. Thus, it averages over
both temporal and spatial variability in erosion rates [e.g., Clapp et al., 2000], which can otherwise obscure the
effects of lithology, climate, and tectonics in studies of factors that inﬂuence landscape evolution [Riebe et al.,
2000, 2001a; Kirchner et al., 2001; Ouimet et al., 2009; Palumbo et al., 2010; Moon et al., 2011; Hahm et al.,
2014; Scherler et al., 2014; Fuchs et al., 2015].
Researchers have applied this approach in diverse settings, from slowly eroding Australia and Africa [Bierman
and Caffee, 2001; Heimsath et al., 2001, 2010; Chadwick et al., 2013; Bierman et al., 2014] to the rapidly eroding
Himalaya [Vance et al., 2003; Wobus et al., 2005; Ouimet et al., 2009; Scherler et al., 2014; Olen et al., 2015],
enabling new insights into feedbacks between erosion, climate, and tectonics in long-term landscape
evolution [Binnie et al., 2007; Wittmann et al., 2007; Cyr and Granger, 2008; Norton et al., 2008; Abbühl et al.,
2010; Moon et al., 2011; DiBiase et al., 2012; Olivetti et al., 2012; Olen et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2015; Rades
et al., 2015; Ferrier et al., 2016]. Erosion rates from cosmogenic nuclides in stream sediment can also shed light
on catchment-wide weathering rates [Riebe et al., 2001b, 2003, 2004a; von Blanckenburg et al., 2004; Norton
and von Blanckenburg, 2010] and constrain rate constants in geomorphic transport laws, such as nonlinear
diffusive transport of sediment across hillslopes [Hurst et al., 2013].
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To accurately quantify the average erosion rate of a catchment using cosmogenic nuclides, the sampled stream
sediment must be representative of any spatial variations in erosion rates across individual points on catchment
slopes. The common practice is to collect sand-sized sediment, even though the eroded material ranges in size
from clay to boulders in many of the streams and rivers where the approach has been applied. Although it has
not been widely recognized in the literature, sampling a narrow range of sediment sizes implicitly assumes that
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it represents the same fraction of the sediment size distribution across all sediment sources in the catchment.
This condition is satisﬁed when the sediment size distribution is spatially uniform. However, there are many
reasons why grain size distributions might vary across slopes. Differences in hillslope angle, climate, vegetation,
and bioturbation can all drive variations weathering and erosion [White and Blum, 1995; Gabet, 2000; Roering
et al., 2010; Hahm et al., 2014] that may cause variations in sediment size across catchments [Attal et al.,
2015; Marshall and Sklar, 2012; Riebe et al., 2015]. For instance, steeper slopes may be more vulnerable to landsliding [e.g., Dietrich et al., 1995] and thus could produce coarser grain sizes [Casagli et al., 2003; Attal et al., 2015].
Lower elevations may experience warmer average temperatures and be more susceptible to chemical weathering [Drever and Zobrist, 1992; Riebe et al., 2004b], thus producing ﬁner sediment [Riebe et al., 2015].
Although few studies have quantiﬁed how sediment size varies across slopes within an individual catchment,
mounting evidence suggests that it may introduce biases in cosmogenic nuclide studies of mountain catchments: Different grain sizes in mountain streams often harbor different cosmogenic nuclide concentrations.
These differences have been interpreted to reﬂect preferential sourcing of coarse sediment from subsurface
depths that are more deeply shielded from cosmic rays [Brown et al., 1995; Belmont et al., 2007]; preferential
breakdown of coarse material from higher-elevation slopes where cosmogenic nuclide production rates are
higher [Matmon et al., 2003; Belmont et al., 2007; Puchol et al., 2014] and differences in the timescales of
sediment transport and nuclide accumulation across slopes [Carretier et al., 2009; Codilean et al., 2010, 2014;
Vassallo et al., 2011; Aguilar et al., 2014]. However, such differences can also arise when the sizes of sediment
produced by weathering and erosion vary across slopes in a catchment. For instance, if areas that erode
relatively slowly also produce relatively more sand and less gravel, samples of sand would have higher nuclide
concentrations than samples of gravel, solely due to the slower erosion rates in the areas that produce most of
the sand. Moreover, both the sand and the gravel would preferentially represent erosion from different parts of
the catchment, and neither size would likely have a nuclide concentration that reﬂects the catchment-average
erosion rate. In general, the average cosmogenic nuclide concentration in any narrow range of sediment sizes
might be lower or higher than the true catchment average, leading to estimates of catchment-average erosion
rates that are either too high or too low. Thus, spatial variations in the sizes of sediment produced on slopes can
lead to bias in estimates of erosion rates derived from a narrow range of sediment sizes.
Observations of cosmogenic nuclides in sediment from Inyo Creek, California, suggest that the bias can be
signiﬁcant: Using only sand in a 10Be estimate of catchment-average erosion rate leads to a factor of ~3 bias
due to spatial variations in the size distribution of sediment produced on slopes [Riebe et al., 2015]. In comparison,
propagated uncertainties in erosion rates inferred from 10Be are typically less than 9% and replicate analyses from
the same grain sizes typically agree to within 30% [e.g., Bierman et al., 1999; Matmon et al., 2003; Clapp et al., 2002;
Binnie et al., 2006; Ouimet et al., 2009; DiBiase et al., 2010]. The potential for grain size bias in cosmogenic nuclide
studies raises a series of questions about measurements that have been based on a narrow range of sediment
sizes: Under what circumstances (i.e., in which landscapes) will erosion rates be overestimated or underestimated? How big might the bias be? What can be done to minimize or account for the bias?
Here we address these questions using a forward model that tracks the evolution of cosmogenic nuclide
concentrations in each grain size from sediment sources on catchment slopes to the sampling point in the
stream. In the model, each elevation in the landscape has an adjustable erosion rate and grain size distribution
of sediment produced by weathering and erosion. Sediment from each point is mixed with sediment from
other sources into an aggregate that can be sampled at the catchment mouth. We can query this aggregate
for the average nuclide concentrations of the different grain sizes and thus evaluate the potential for bias
due to spatial variations in both the erosion rate and grain size distribution of sediment produced on slopes.
To explore the sensitivity of the bias to differences in weathering and erosion, we simulated different changes
in grain size distribution and erosion rate across the Inyo Creek catchment, where altitudinal gradients in
slope, climate, and vegetation contribute to altitudinal differences in sediment size [Riebe et al., 2015]. We
found that steeper altitudinal increases in both erosion rate and average grain size produce larger biases
in cosmogenic-based estimates of catchment-average erosion rates. We also explored the potential for grain
size bias in other landscapes using self-similar synthetic catchments that allow us to vary catchment relief and
area across a range of conditions in which cosmogenic nuclides have been measured. We found that the bias
increases with total catchment relief when grain size increases with elevation. The bias also increases with
catchment area due to the modeled effects of sediment size reduction during downstream transport. The
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largest biases arise in large, high-relief catchments in which mean grain size and erosion rate both increase
quickly with elevation. Conversely, relatively little bias occurs in small, low-relief catchments with low
altitudinal gradients in grain size.

2. Modeling Spatial Variations in Grain Size and Erosion Rates
Our goal was to explore how cosmogenic nuclides in stream sediment are inﬂuenced by variations in the
sizes of sediment produced on hillslopes. To accomplish this, we built on the conventional model of sediment
and nuclide mixing that has been used to evaluate catchment-average erosion rates for over 20 years [Brown
et al., 1995; Granger et al., 1996; Bierman and Steig, 1996]. Before discussing the modiﬁcations employed in our
analysis, we outline the conventional framework below.
Beginning at any point (i) on a catchment slope, the cosmogenic nuclide concentration (Ni) of a host mineral
in sediment produced by hillslope erosion should be inversely proportional to the local erosion rate (Ei) as
shown in equation (1).
Ni ¼

Pi Λ
:
Ei

(1)

Here Pi is the local production rate of the cosmogenic nuclide in the host mineral, and Λ is a scaling factor for
the decrease in production rates with depth below the surface. Equation (1) assumes that radioactive decay
of the cosmogenic nuclide is negligible [e.g., Lal, 1991]. This assumption introduces errors that are signiﬁcantly smaller than the grain size bias because the averaging timescale of erosion (i.e., Λ/E) is small compared
to the radioactive mean lives of 10Be and 26Al for the range of erosion rates considered here.
If each point contributes cosmogenic nuclides to stream sediment in direct proportion to the local erosion
rate and the local area of the point (Ai), then the average nuclide concentration in a host mineral in the stream
sediment (<N>) should be an area-weighted and erosion-rate-weighted average of the nuclide concentrations
from each point:
X
Ni E i Ai
< N >¼ X
:
(2)
E i Ai
In our analyses, Ai is a constant equal to the area of each pixel in a digital elevation model (DEM), Ei is assigned
to each pixel using an imposed relationship between erosion rate and altitude, and Ni is calculated from Ei
using equation (1).
Combining equations (1) and (2) and rearranging the terms yield equation (3):
< E >¼

<P>Λ
:
<N>

(3)

The catchment-average erosion rate < E > is proportional to the catchment-average nuclide production rate
(<P>) and inversely proportional to the average nuclide concentration in the stream sediment [Brown et al.,
1995; Granger et al., 1996; Bierman and Steig, 1996].
Equations (2) and (3) implicitly assume that the sampled sediment is representative of the mixture of sediment in the stream. However, this assumption requires that either the size distribution of eroded sediment
does not vary from point to point across catchment slopes, or that the sampled stream sediment is representative of erosion despite any spatial variability in sediment size. Quantifying variability in eroded sediment
size across slopes remains a fundamental challenge [Attal and Lavé, 2006; Marshall and Sklar, 2012; Attal
et al., 2015; Riebe et al., 2015]. Thus, it is difﬁcult to know a priori whether the cosmogenic nuclide concentration in any one sampled size (or combination of sizes) accurately records the catchment-average erosion rate.
In the next section, we introduce a series of scenarios in which sediment size and erosion rates vary across
plausible ranges, and explain in conceptual terms how these variations lead to bias in measurements of
catchment-average erosion rates.
2.1. Conceptual Model for Grain Size Bias
In the simple case where neither the erosion rate nor the grain size distribution varies across sediment
sources on slopes, each source should contribute equally to a sample of any given sediment size collected
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Figure 1. Conceptual model illustrating how grain size bias arises when higher elevations are underrepresented in
sampled sediment. Inset shows altitudinal increase in median sediment size (Di) for scenarios in main panels. (a) The size
distribution of sediment on hillslopes at low elevations (blue solid line), midelevations (red dashed line), and high elevations
(green dotted line) is the same. Any sampled sediment size (e.g., vertical gray bar) will contain the same fraction of the
overall size distribution from each elevation. (b) Sediment size increases with altitude such that the fractional contribution
of sand from higher elevations will be smaller in a sample collected at the catchment outlet. Thus, the contribution from
erosion at higher elevations will be underrepresented in the sample, leading to a bias toward erosion rates at lower
elevations. (c) Sediment size increases more quickly with altitude, such that the middle and high elevations are more
underrepresented in the sample, resulting in a larger bias.

from the stream (Figure 1a). Any sample of well-mixed stream sediment could therefore be used to infer the
catchment-average erosion rate using equation (3). Complications arise when sediment size changes across
the catchment, because each sediment size can reﬂect a different fraction of the erosion occurring at each
point on the landscape. For example, if grain size increases with elevation, lower elevations will tend to
contribute a higher fraction of the sand-sized sediment typically sampled from streams in cosmogenic
nuclide studies of erosion rates (Figure 1b). Higher elevations would be underrepresented in the sample,
and thus, nuclide concentrations in the host mineral would be biased toward lower elevations. This effect
would be ampliﬁed by steeper altitudinal increases in sediment size (Figure 1c).
Figure 1 illustrates the challenge of collecting sediment that is representative of erosion in catchments where
sediment size varies across slopes. The implications of misrepresenting some parts of the catchment in a
sample can be profound, introducing signiﬁcant bias in some cosmogenic nuclide studies of erosion. The sense
of bias—i.e., whether the estimated erosion rate is too high or too low—depends on the spatial distribution of
erosion rates across the catchment. For example, in the simple case where erosion rates are spatially uniform
and sediment size increases with elevation as shown in Figure 2a, the average nuclide concentration in a
sample of sand will be lower than the true spatially averaged nuclide concentration (Figure 2b), and equation
(3) will overestimate the catchment-average erosion rate. Here a bias arises because nuclide production rates,
and thus nuclide concentrations, increase with sediment source elevation (Figures 2a and 2b). Because nuclide
production rates are affected by the attenuation of secondary cosmic rays in Earth’s atmosphere, higher
elevations have higher production rates and thus higher nuclide concentrations for a given erosion rate
(see equation (1)). If high elevations are underrepresented in the sampled sediment, catchment-average
erosion rates inferred from equation (3) will be too high, even when erosion rates are spatially uniform.
If erosion rates increase with elevation, the altitudinal increase in nuclide concentrations would be less steep
(Figure 2c) because of the trade-off between rates of erosion and nuclide production in equation (1). Thus,
the average nuclide concentration in a sand-sized sample would be closer to the true average, and the bias
in the estimated average erosion rate would be smaller. However, the altitudinal increase in erosion rate
could be sufﬁciently steep that its effects on the cosmogenic nuclide concentration at any point on the
landscape would overwhelm the effects of increasing production rate with increasing elevation. Because
the cosmogenic nuclide concentration is inversely proportional to the local erosion rate (equation (1)), the
local nuclide concentration would decrease with elevation, and the average nuclide concentration in a
sample of sand would be higher than the true spatially averaged nuclide concentration (Figure 2d). In that
case, equation (3) would underestimate the catchment-average erosion rate. Conversely, if erosion rates
decreased with elevation, estimated erosion rates from equation (3) would be too high because the sediment
with high nuclide concentrations would be underrepresented in the sampled sand.
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2.2. Modiﬁed Model of
Sediment Mixing
To quantify biases that may arise in
using a single grain size and equation
(3) (Figures 1 and 2), we calculated
average nuclide concentrations in
each sediment size (<Nφ>) using
equation (4).
X
Ni E i Ai f φ;i
:
(4)
< Nφ >¼ X
E i Ai f φ;i

Figure 2. Results from a simple numerical model illustrating grain size bias in
cosmogenic nuclide concentrations. (a) The cosmogenic nuclide production
rate (orange line) and the median size of eroded sediment (blue line) both
increase exponentially with altitude. These relationships are model inputs for
the scenarios shown in panels (b and d). (b) When erosion rates are spatially
uniform (green line), cosmogenic nuclide concentrations increase with altitude
(black line) due solely to increasing nuclide production rates. The average
nuclide concentration in sand (square) will be lower than the true average
concentration (triangle), and erosion rates estimated from equation (3) will be
too high. (c) If erosion rates increase gently with altitude (green line), nuclide
concentrations will be relatively uniform across the catchment (black line) and
the average concentration in sand will be closer to the true average than in
Figure 2b. (d) If erosion rates increase quickly enough with altitude (green
line), cosmogenic nuclides will decrease with elevation (black line), such that
the average nuclide concentration in sand will be higher than the true average,
and the inferred catchment-average erosion rate will be too low.
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Here fφ,i represents the fraction of
the sediment eroded from each
point (i) on the landscape in a grain
size of interest (φ) relative to the total
mass of sediment produced at that
point. According to equation (4), the
average nuclide concentration in
each grain size is weighted not only
by the erosion rate and local area of
the point (as in equation (2)) but also
by the fraction of eroded sediment in
the sampled size at each point on the
landscape. Points that do not produce any sediment in the sampled
grain size have fφ,i equal to zero and
thus will contribute no cosmogenic
nuclides to the sample. Conversely,
points that produce only the
sampled grain size will have fφ,i equal
to one and thus will contribute all of
their nuclides to the mixed sediment
from which the sample is taken. By
summing over all points, equation (4)
mixes sediment from across the entire
catchment and yields an estimate of
the average nuclide concentration in
each grain size (<Nφ>). In our simulations, we used the size-speciﬁc average for 0.25–0.5 mm (<N0.25–0.5 mm>)
instead of < N > in equation (3) to calculate an apparent erosion rate and
thus evaluate the magnitude of bias
that arises when ﬁne sand is used in
equation (3) to estimate catchmentaverage erosion rates.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate how bias
arises for a simple catchment in
which area is distributed evenly
across all elevations. Equation (4)
can also be applied to elevation
distributions from actual DEMs, to
explore the implications of grain size
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Figure 3. (a) In the steep, 2 km relief catchment drained by Inyo Creek, California, vegetation cover decreases and (b) hillslope
angle increases markedly with elevation. (c) The distribution of elevations across the catchment does not closely match the
distribution of source elevations for either (d) gravel or (e) ﬁner sediment, suggesting spatial variability in sediment size across
the catchment [Riebe et al., 2015]. Source elevations in Figures 3d and 3e are inferred from thermochronometry in stream
sediment collected from the sample location (star in a) (ﬁne sediment: Stock et al. [2006] and gravel: Riebe et al. [2015]). On
average, gravel originates from higher elevations than the ﬁner sediment (symbols in Figures 3d and 3e show mean ± s.e.m
(standard error of mean)), indicating that sediment size increases with elevation. Together, source elevations and cosmogenic
nuclide measurements from previous work [Stock et al., 2006; Riebe et al., 2015] imply that erosion rates increase quickly
with elevation across the catchment. (f) An optimization analysis yielded the best ﬁt exponential increase in erosion rates after
Riebe et al. [2015], which is used in our forward model.

variations across landscapes where cosmogenic nuclides have been measured in stream sediment. By specifying how erosion rates, sediment sizes, and nuclide production rates vary across slopes, we assigned Ei, Pi, and fφ,i
to each point in the DEM. This allowed us to calculate the distribution of Ni across slopes, which we combined
into a catchment-average nuclide concentration for each size class (<Nφ>) using equation (4). We then
calculated the erosion rate we would infer from the 0.25–0.5 mm size class and compared it to the average
erosion rate imposed in our model. Thus, we quantiﬁed the bias introduced by the conventional practice of sampling a narrow range of sizes. By imposing plausible variations in sediment size and erosion rates across the DEM,
we were able to address the question: Under what circumstances is grain size bias likely to arise?

3. Grain Size Bias at Inyo Creek
To illustrate our approach, we applied it to Inyo Creek, California (Figure 3a), where both sediment size and
erosion rate vary across catchment slopes [Riebe et al., 2015]. Inyo Creek drains a steep catchment of the
eastern Sierra Nevada, where hillslope angle, climate, and vegetation all change substantially over the
2 km of relief from the catchment outlet to the top of Lone Pine Peak (Figures 3a–3c). Apatite (U-Th)/He ages
in bedrock increase with elevation at this location [House et al., 1997; Stock et al., 2006].
Ages measured in sediment grains correspond to the bedrock ages at their source elevations on catchment
slopes [Stock et al., 2006; Vermeesch, 2007; Riebe et al., 2015]. Age distributions from two different size classes
collected from the creek demonstrate that the coarser sediment originates from higher elevations than ﬁner
sediment on average (Figures 3d and 3e). Meanwhile, cosmogenic nuclide concentrations are lower in the
coarser sediment [Stock et al., 2006; Riebe et al., 2015]. Together these data indicate that erosion rates increase
quickly with elevation [Riebe et al., 2015] (Figure 3f).
Because cosmogenic nuclide concentrations differ between sediment sizes, sampling any one sediment
size from Inyo Creek will likely result in a biased estimate of the catchment-average erosion rate. How
big could the bias be? Spatial variations in erosion rate and sediment size should both inﬂuence the bias
(Figures 1 and 2) and it is instructive to consider their effects in isolation. To illustrate the effects of variable
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sediment size, we needed to ﬁrst specify a functional relationship between grain size and elevation. In this
case we used the following expression:
Di ¼ Dmin edðZ i Z 0 Þ :

(5)

Here Di is the median grain size, Zi is the elevation at each point, and Dmin is the median grain size at the lowest
elevation (Z0) in the catchment. In our simulations, we held the median grain size at the lowest elevation constant
at 1 mm and explored the effects of increasing d, the exponential slope in equation (5), from 0 to 0.0035 m1. This
produced a realistic range of median grain sizes from the bottom of the catchment to the top (largest range = 1–
760 mm; Figure 4a). We expected the steeper altitudinal gradients in sediment size to produce larger biases.
We calculated the magnitude of the bias as the ratio between the modeled average erosion rate (Eavg) and
E0.25–0.5, which is the erosion rate inferred from equation (3) using the cosmogenic nuclide concentration
in 0.25–0.5 mm stream sediment. Erosion rate can be overestimated or underestimated, reﬂecting the sense
of the bias. To quantify the magnitude of bias, we deﬁne the “error factor,” which is always expressed as a
value greater than 1 (equation (6)).
error factor ¼ E avg =E 0:250:5
error factor ¼ E 0:250:5 =E avg

if E avg > E 0:250:5
if E avg < E 0:250:5 :

(6)

Because the error factor is always a positive number greater than 1, it expresses the magnitude of bias independently of the sense of bias—i.e., whether the erosion rate is overestimated or underestimated. For example, if
Eavg is 0.2 mm/yr and E0.25–0.5 is 0.1 mm/yr, the catchment-average erosion rate is underestimated by a factor
if 2 (and the error factor is equal to 2). Conversely, if Eavg is 0.05 mm/yr and E0.25–0.5 is 0.1 mm/yr, the
catchment-average erosion rate is overestimated by a factor of 2; the error factor is still 2, but the sense of bias
has changed. If Eavg equals E0.25–0.5, there is no bias, and the error factor equals 1.
Our decision to use a variable deﬁnition of error factor (equation (6)) has the potential to introduce confusion. To
justify it, we stress that if error factor were instead always calculated in the same way, regardless of the sense of
bias, then it would introduce potential for misinterpretation of the relative magnitude of the bias for different
scenarios. For example, if error factor were always calculated as E0.25–0.5/Eavg, then a bias that caused us to
underestimate erosion rates by a factor of 5 would be associated with an error factor of 0.2. Meanwhile, a bias
that caused us to overestimate erosion rates by a factor of 5 would be associated with an error factor of 5.
According to our preferred variable deﬁnition in equation (6), the error factor would be 5 in both cases. Thus,
equation (6) avoids inconsistencies in the reported magnitude of bias when the sense of the bias changes. It
is therefore also agnostic about whether an underestimate or an overestimate in erosion rate is bigger and thus
more of a cause for concern in analyses of catchment-average erosion rates.
3.1. Accounting for Variations in Erosion Rates and Sediment Size
Figure 4 shows how the calculated error factor changed when we varied sediment size and erosion rate at Inyo
Creek. For simplicity, we considered just two erosion rate scenarios, one in which they are spatially uniform,
and one in which they increase exponentially with elevation. In both scenarios, we explored different spatial variations in median sediment size by changing the coefﬁcient d in equation (5). We found that there is no bias (error
factor = 1) if sediment size does not change across the catchment, because f0.25–0.5mm,i is uniform across the landscape and thus has equal weight in each term of the sum in equation (4) (as illustrated in Figure 1a). However,
when erosion rates are uniform and sediment size increases with elevation, the error factor increases from 1 to
1.3 with increasing altitudinal gradients in sediment size (Figure 4b). Erosion rates are overestimated because
the ﬁne sediment in the sample underrepresents the upper parts of the catchment, where nuclide production
rates are faster. Thus, the nuclide concentration in the sampled ﬁne sediment is lower than the average concentration in all sediment sizes leaving the catchment, violating the assumptions of equations (2) and (3). Under this
condition, steeper altitudinal increases in grain size result in greater overestimation of erosion rates (Figure 4b),
because the sampled sediment has an increasingly smaller fraction of the sediment eroded from high elevations.
The bias has the opposite sense when erosion rates are not spatially uniform but instead increase with
elevation: Catchment-average erosion rates are underestimated—not overestimated—from cosmogenic
nuclides in the sampled 0.25–0.5 mm sand (Figure 4b). The bias increases for steeper altitudinal increases
in grain size, from an error factor of 1 to 3.2 across the range of conditions considered here (Figure 4b). The
sense of the bias differs because the altitudinal increase in erosion rates—which makes cosmogenic nuclide
concentrations lower at higher elevations—outpaces the altitudinal increase in production rate, which makes
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cosmogenic nuclide concentrations
higher at higher elevations. Higher
elevations thus produce sediment
with lower nuclide concentrations,
which are underrepresented in ﬁner
sediment sizes in the stream due to
the altitudinal increase in grain size.
The sampled stream sediment will
thus have a higher cosmogenic
nuclide concentration than the true
catchment average, and erosion
rates calculated in the conventional
way (using equation (3)) will be too
low. Because the altitudinal change
in erosion rates at Inyo Creek is fast
relative to the altitudinal change in
production rates, the bias is much larger when sediment size and erosion
rate both increase with altitude (red
symbols in Figure 4b) than when
sediment size changes alone (blue
symbols in Figure 4b). This leads to
errors that can be greater than a
factor of three for steep altitudinal
increases in Di and erosion rates at
Inyo Creek.
3.2. Adding the Effects
of Breakdown

Figure 4. Forward modeling of erosion and sediment mixing showing
potential for bias at Inyo Creek. (a) A subset of the altitudinal increases in
sediment size used as inputs in the model. (b) Degree to which erosion
rates are overestimated or underestimated for different altitudinal
increases in sediment size. Points that plot above an error factor of 1 (i.e.,
“over”) show scenarios in which erosion rates would be overestimated
using cosmogenic nuclides measured in sand alone; points that plot below
an error factor of 1 (i.e., “under”) show scenarios in which erosion rates
would be underestimated. The slopes of lines in Figure 4a correspond to
the horizontal axis in Figure 4b, and symbols outlined in black in Figure 4b
correspond to the lines plotted in Figure 4a. Blue symbols correspond to
bias introduced when erosion rates are spatially uniform. Red symbols
correspond to bias introduced when erosion rates increase exponentially
with altitude according to relationship shown in Figure 3f. Filled symbols
1
show outcomes for erosion with α = 0 m (i.e., negligible sediment
breakdown during transport downstream—see text). Open symbols show
1
outcomes when α = 0.0002 m .

D ¼ D0 eαL

We expanded our analysis to include
the effects of sediment breakdown
during transport, which we have
excluded from the discussion thus
far. Previous workers have hypothesized that size reduction of sediment
during transport to the outlet may
introduce variations in cosmogenic
nuclide concentrations across sediment sizes [Matmon et al., 2003;
Belmont et al., 2007]. Breakdown
may play an especially important role
in larger catchments with longer
travel distances. Breakdown can be
described as a reduction in particle
diameter (D) in proportion to the
distance traveled (L).
(7)

Here D0 is the initial particle diameter, and α is the exponential breakdown coefﬁcient with dimensions of one
over length [Krumbein, 1941; Kodama, 1994]. In our forward model, the ﬁnal grain size distribution in the
stream is set by the areally and erosionally weighted mixture of input sizes (equation (4)) as modiﬁed only
by sediment breakdown (equation (7)); it does not reﬂect any preferential transport or ﬂuvial sorting processes [e.g., Gasparini et al., 1999, and references therein].
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The reduction in particle diameter captured in equation (7) results in a loss of mass and thus also cosmogenic
nuclides, such that the number of cosmogenic nuclides in a sediment particle after breakdown (n) is given by
equation (8).
n ¼ n0 e3αL :

(8)

Here the constant 3 in the exponential term scales the decrease in diameter to a decrease in volume and thus
mass. The variable n0 is the number of cosmogenic nuclides that were present in the particle before breakdown, which can be calculated using equation (9).
n0 ¼

Ni ρπ 3
D0 :
6

(9)

Equation (9) assumes that the particle is spherical and has a density of ρ. To incorporate equations (7) and (8)
into our analysis, we assumed that particles lose mass by abrasion [e.g., Sklar and Dietrich, 2001], which creates
silt-sized or smaller byproducts. Because silt is smaller than sizes typically sampled for cosmogenic nuclide
measurements, the byproducts of abrasion were not considered in our analysis.
Our results show that breakdown increases the magnitude of bias, regardless of the sense of bias, when
sediment size increases with altitude (Figure 4b). However, the bias due to breakdown is smaller when
erosion rates are spatially uniform than when erosion rates increase with altitude. In both scenarios, the
bias due to breakdown becomes an increasingly smaller fraction of the total bias as the altitudinal gradient
in sediment size increases. Breakdown increases bias because it has a greater effect on sediment particles
that travel longer distances. In general, higher headwater elevations in a catchment produce sediment that
has to travel farther, making them more underrepresented in sediment sampled from the catchment
mouth. For a moderate breakdown coefﬁcient (α = 0.0002 m1), we calculate that almost all the material
in the 0.25–0.5 mm range would be broken down to less than 0.25 mm during transport over the longest
travel distances at Inyo Creek.
The loss of nuclides due to the breakdown of 0.25–0.5 mm particles is partly offset by additions from coarser
sediment sizes that break down into the sampled 0.25–0.5 mm range. The offset is only partial because all
sizes of sediment from high elevations (which travel long distances) are substantially reduced in mass and
thus in nuclides (equation (8)). Thus, the contribution from the next larger size class is smaller than the loss
of nuclides due to abrasion of particles that started out in the 0.25–0.5 mm size class. The net effect of
breakdown is that higher elevations are underrepresented in the analyzed sample.
The decrease in the relative importance of breakdown from left to right in Figure 4b reﬂects the increasing importance of the altitudinal gradient in sediment size across slopes. As this gradient increases, the
0.25–0.5 mm sand constitutes an increasingly small fraction of the initial size distribution at high elevations. When there is very little ﬁne sand to begin with at high elevations, those elevations will be underrepresented in the sample even when the breakdown coefﬁcient is negligible. Thus, breakdown
accounts for an increasingly small fraction of the bias as the gradient in sediment size increases. For
example, when sediment size does not increase with elevation (i.e., the altitudinal gradient is zero),
the error factor is 1.1 and breakdown accounts for 100% of the bias. In contrast, for the steepest gradient
shown in Figure 4b, we estimate an error factor of 3.15, with breakdown contributing only 4.4% of the
total bias.
The calculated magnitude of the breakdown effect is controlled by the choice of the breakdown coefﬁcient
(α) in equations (7) and (8). We chose an α value of 0.0002 m1 because it falls roughly in the middle of published estimates for breakdown coefﬁcients in ﬁeld settings [e.g., Sklar et al., 2006; Sklar and Dietrich, 2008].
This value is higher than most estimates of α in experimental studies, which are expected to be at least an
order of magnitude lower than ﬁeld settings [Kodama, 1994; Lewin and Brewer, 2002; Attal and Lavé, 2009].
Although the true breakdown coefﬁcient (α) of sediment in Inyo Creek is unknown, our choice is, if anything,
a bit high. Thus, the actual effect of breakdown at Inyo Creek may be smaller than reported here. The overall
magnitude of the bias due to breakdown will differ according to both the choice of α and the choice of catchment, due to differences in the distributions of elevation and travel distance. Thus, our analysis from Inyo
Creek is somewhat limited in that it only illustrates the direction and possible magnitude of bias imposed
by the breakdown effect in a few plausible circumstances.
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4. Bias in Other Landscapes
Our forward model of sediment mixing
at Inyo Creek demonstrates that cosmogenic nuclide concentrations in
stream sediment are sensitive to spatial
variations in the sizes of sediment produced on hillslopes. Meanwhile, our
predictions of the effects of breakdown
are consistent with previous work
showing that size reduction of sediment during transport to the outlet
can inﬂuence cosmogenic nuclide concentrations [Matmon et al., 2003;
Belmont et al., 2007]. Thus, we have
demonstrated that both sediment
breakdown and variations in initial sediment size can lead to substantial grain
size bias in estimated catchmentaverage erosion rates.
The observed bias at Inyo Creek,
which has high relief but relatively
small catchment area, raises the
Figure 5. Synthetic (blue) distributions of (a) elevation and (b) travel distance question: how might the bias vary
based on parameters listed in Table A1 are broadly similar to the actual
with topography across other landdistributions (red) generated from a 10 m DEM of Inyo Creek.
scapes? We expect a bigger bias in
catchments with higher relief for a
given altitudinal gradient in sediment size, because the range in sediment sizes from headwaters to outlet
is larger. Likewise, we expect a bigger bias in catchments with larger area, because larger area corresponds
to longer travel distances over which sediment can break down to smaller sizes. Catchment shape may also
be a factor; the potential for bias should be bigger when more area is at higher elevations, because a larger
fraction of the catchment area would be underrepresented in the sample. Thus, relief, area, and shape could
all play roles in the potential for bias in catchment-average erosion rates due to spatial variations in sediment
size and breakdown during transport.
To quantify the relative importance of relief, area, and shape in the bias, we explored the effects of each factor
in isolation, recognizing that they can inﬂuence the bias in different ways. For consistency, it might make
sense to use DEMs of different-sized catchments from the region around Inyo Creek in our forward model
of sediment mixing and breakdown. In practice, however, it is difﬁcult to choose catchments from any
location (including the east side of the Sierra Nevada) that span a range in one factor (e.g., relief) without
variations in the others (i.e., area and shape). To overcome this limitation, we derived realistic distributions
of elevation and travel distance—the two factors that drive the bias in equations (4) and (8)—from a synthetic
catchment that can be manipulated to isolate relief, area, and shape as factors of interest.
4.1. Generating Synthetic Distributions of Elevation and Travel Distance
To generate realistic distributions of elevation and travel distance for different-sized catchments, we used
well-known scaling relationships from the literature. Beginning with the relationship between area and travel
distance (Hack’s Law) [Hack, 1957; Rigon et al., 1996] and the relationship between slope and area (Flint’s Law)
[Flint, 1974], we calculated a channel long proﬁle (Appendix A) [Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Sklar et al., 2016].
This deﬁnes the lowest elevation at each travel distance in the catchment. Although there is no similar
approach for deﬁning the highest elevation at each travel distance (i.e., the ridge proﬁle), we approximated
it in our analysis with a power-law scaling relationship between travel distance and elevation (Appendix A)
[Sklar et al., 2016]. Thus, we deﬁned both the upper and lower boundaries of the distribution of elevations
at each travel distance. We then used a best ﬁt beta distribution to spread the area at each travel distance
across the range of elevations between the channel and the ridge [Sklar et al., 2016]. When applied across
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the entire catchment, our approach yields a modeled distribution of elevations at each travel distance. These
distributions can be integrated across all travel distances to yield the distribution of elevation of the
catchment (Figure 5a), also known as catchment hypsometry [e.g., Strahler, 1952]. Likewise, the distribution
of travel distances can be integrated across all elevations to yield the catchment’s travel distance distribution
(Figure 5b), also known as the width function [e.g., Shreve, 1969; Troutman and Karlinger, 1984]. The synthetic
distributions of elevation and travel distances correspond closely to observed hypsometry and width
functions from a DEM of Inyo Creek (Figure 5), demonstrating that our approach yields realistic results.
Because our synthetic catchments are based on scaling relationships that have parameters corresponding
to catchment relief, area, and shape, we were able to vary the parameters and thus realistically simulate
the range of conditions in which cosmogenic nuclides have been used to estimate catchment-average
erosion rates. Thus, we were able to explore how the potential for bias varies across natural landscapes.
4.2. Effects of Difference in Relief
To illustrate how relief can inﬂuence the potential for bias that arises from spatial variations in sediment size,
we compared two synthetic catchments. The ﬁrst had 1850 m of total catchment relief, similar to Inyo Creek.
The second had a much lower relief of 834 m (Figure 6a). For simplicity, we started by ignoring the effects of
breakdown. As before, bias was quantiﬁed using the error factor (equation (6)), so that it reﬂects the
difference between the true average erosion rate and the erosion rate inferred from the 0.25–0.5 mm stream
sediment alone. Because studies do not generally know a priori how sediment size varies across a catchment,
we considered multiple scenarios spanning the range of altitudinal gradients in sediment size shown in
Figure 4a. Likewise, we modeled a range of scenarios in which erosion rates increase with elevation. Thus,
we were able to explore not only the effects of relief but also the effects of different altitudinal gradients
in both sediment size and erosion rates.
For all combinations of nonzero gradients in erosion rate and sediment size, we found that the error factor is
larger in the high-relief catchment (Figure 6). This is because the ranges in absolute sediment sizes and
erosion rates are larger in the high-relief catchment for a given set of gradients. Therefore, in our simulations,
the degree to which the upper elevations were underrepresented in the sampled sediment was always
smaller in the low-relief catchment, because of its lower overall range in sediment sizes. Moreover, the
cosmogenic nuclide concentrations that were underrepresented in the sample were not as different from
the catchment average because of the narrower range in erosion rates of the low-relief catchment.
Together these mitigating factors made the 0.25–0.5 mm sand much more representative of the average
erosion rate in the low-relief catchment.
For both the high- and low-relief catchments, we found that there is no bias in the inferred average erosion
rate when sediment size does not vary with altitude (Figure 6). Under this condition, equation (4) effectively
reduces to equation (3) (such that the conventional formulation is valid) because f0.25–0.5mm is the same
everywhere in the catchment. The 0.25–0.5 mm stream sediment therefore accurately reﬂects the
catchment-average erosion rate. Such a condition should arise whenever f0.25–0.5mm is the same throughout
the catchment, including scenarios in which the proportions of other size classes vary across the catchment.
However, when f0.25–0.5mm varies with elevation, the error factor increases with increasing gradients in sediment size for all erosion rate scenarios in both catchments (Figure 6).
The sense of bias differs depending on how quickly erosion rates increase with elevation. When erosion rates
are uniform or increase slowly with altitude (purple lines in Figure 6), the catchment-average erosion rate will
be too large when only 0.25–0.5 mm sand is sampled and analyzed. This is because the underrepresented sediment from higher elevations has higher-than-average nuclide production rates and thus higher-than-average
cosmogenic nuclide concentrations. The average cosmogenic nuclide concentration in the sample will be
too low, and the inferred erosion rate will be too high. Conversely, when the altitudinal increase in erosion rates
outpaces the increase in nuclide production rates (green lines in Figure 6), higher elevations will have lowerthan-average nuclide concentrations and the sense of bias will be reversed: The average cosmogenic nuclide
concentration in the sampled sand will be too high, and the inferred erosion rate will be too low.
The trade-off between increases in erosion rate and nuclide production rates can lead to a balance in which
little to no bias arises even though sediment size increases across the catchment (gray curves in Figure 6). In
these special cases, as altitude increases, the decrease in nuclide concentrations due to increasing erosion
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rates is roughly balanced by the
increase in nuclide concentrations
due to increasing nuclide production
rates. Thus, cosmogenic nuclide concentrations are the same everywhere
in the catchment. High elevations are
still underrepresented in the sample
due to the altitudinal gradient in
sediment size, but no bias arises in
the erosion rate estimate because of
the
spatial
uniformity
in
nuclide concentrations.
Our analysis shows that both the
magnitude and sense of bias are
inﬂuenced by relief and altitudinal
gradients in sediment size and erosion rate. For example, in the highrelief catchment in Figure 6c, the
error factor can be as high as 3 when
erosion rates increase from 0.002 to
1.1 mm/year and median sediment
size increases from 1 to 700 mm from
bottom to top across the catchment.
This is a realistic range in erosion
rates and sediment sizes for steep
landscapes [e.g., Riebe et al., 2015],
implying that signiﬁcant bias could
be introduced in a wide range of
catchments by sampling only the
0.25–0.5 mm sand. The bias is signiﬁcantly lower for the low-relief synthetic
catchment under the same altitudinal
gradients in erosion rates and sediment sizes, because the overall range
in erosion rates and median sediment
sizes is much lower due to the lower
relief (i.e., Ei spans 0.08–0.45 mm/yr
and Di spans 1–20 mm, respectively).
4.3. Effects of Difference in Area
Figure 6. Forward modeling of bias as a function of spatial variations in
erosion rate for two synthetic catchments with different relief. (a) Synthetic
elevation distributions of the two catchments. (b) Modeled erosion rates vary
from 0.002 to 1.1 mm/yr overall for the high-relief catchment but span a
narrower range in the low-relief catchment (inset). (c and d) Sediment size
increases with altitude according to exponential relationships with gradients
corresponding to values on horizontal axes. Results from simulations on the
high-relief catchment (Figure 6c) show that bias increases with increasing
gradients in both sediment size and erosion rate. The catchment-averaged
erosion rate may be overestimated or underestimated, depending on the
steepness of the altitudinal gradient in erosion rate (see text). Results from
the low-relief catchment (Figure 6d) show that the bias is much lower in all of
our simulations due to the narrower range in erosion rates and median
sediment sizes across the low relief catchment.
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Thus far, our analysis of variations in
bias has focused on altitudinal gradients in erosion rate and sediment size
as factors of interest. Next, we hold
these gradients constant and explore
the relative importance of variations
in catchment relief and area. Our
results in Figure 6 show that higher
relief leads to more bias. To quantify
the inﬂuence of area—and its importance relative to relief—we included
the effects of breakdown (equations (7)
and (8)) in our analysis. This approach
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helps more realistically deﬁne the
range of natural landscapes that
may be susceptible to signiﬁcant bias
and helps us explore the sensitivity of
bias to both area and relief.

10

Figure 7. Area versus relief (note log axes) for catchments where Be has
been used to quantify catchment-average erosion rates (based on data
compiled by Portenga and Bierman [2011]). Red box shows range spanned in
2
inset (note linear axes; area axis starts at 0.6 km ), which highlights the range
of values considered in our analysis of the effects of area and relief on the
magnitude of the grain size bias (gray box). Star marks the combination
of catchment area and relief draining to the Inyo Creek sampling point
(see Figure 3a).

To vary both area and relief in our analysis, we modiﬁed the parameters in
the scaling relationships as described
in Appendix A. This created an array
of synthetic catchments with different
combinations of area and relief. We
then incorporated the distributions of
elevation and travel distance for each
synthetic catchment into our forward
sediment mixing model to quantify
effects of both the variation in sediment production (equation (4)) and
the effect of sediment breakdown during transport (equations (7) and (8)).

We considered a subset of the range
in catchment area and relief spanned
by previous cosmogenic nuclide studies (Figure 7), focusing on mountain
landscapes with relief greater than
300 m (Figure 7b). We avoided large
catchments (>110 km2) where complications due to the dynamics of ﬂoodplain deposition might dominate
over the grain size bias. We imposed the same increase in sediment size (Di ¼ Dmin e0:0017ðZ i Z 0 Þ ) and erosion
rate (E i ¼ 0:01e0:0013ðZ i Z 0 Þ ) across all combinations of catchment relief and area. These gradients yielded a
maximum range in median sediment size from 1 to 1024 mm and erosion rates ranging from 0.01 to
1.8 mm/yr in the catchments with the highest relief. The ranges in sediment size and erosion rates are smaller
for catchments with less relief. This retains consistency across all analyses without imposing unrealistic
ranges in the high-relief catchments. One implication of this approach is that we cannot simulate the large
spatial variations in erosion rate observed in places like Inyo Creek, where the modeled 0.01–0.13 mm/yr
range is much lower than the 0.01–1.5 mm/yr range implied by apatite helium ages and cosmogenic nuclides
in stream sediment. If we used model parameters that reproduced the observed range at Inyo Creek across all
modeled catchments, the largest catchments would produce unrealistically large median sediment sizes
(Di > 10 m) at high elevations. Instead, we used the same smaller increases in erosion rate and sediment size
for every modeled catchment; thus, we can identify combinations of area and relief that produce lead to relatively high and low bias.
To evaluate the effects of breakdown, we used three different breakdown coefﬁcients:
α = 0.0001, α = 0.0002, and α = 0.0003 m1 in equations (7) and (8). In each case, we found that bias
increases with relief for a given area (Figure 8). This is consistent with our analysis of Figure 6, where the bias
arises because both sediment size and erosion rate increase with altitude, leading to an underrepresentation of
the faster erosion rates in the higher-elevation portions of the catchment. As area increases, bias becomes more
sensitive to relief (Figure 8) due to the longer travel distances and thus greater loss of mass by abrasion during
transport of the sampled (0.25–0.5 mm) sediment. This is consistent with our analysis of Figure 4: breakdown
ampliﬁes bias by contributing to the underrepresentation of more distant, higher-elevation portions of the
catchment in the sample. However, the increase in sensitivity is most pronounced at smaller areas, due to
the exponential relationship between particle size and travel distance (equation (4)). As the intensity of
breakdown increases (represented in increasing α), the sensitivity to area is ampliﬁed (Figure 8).
The bias shown in Figure 8 spans a relative scale, from high to low, because the magnitude and sense of grain
size bias for a landscape will depend on site-speciﬁc factors, such as the spatial variation in sediment size and
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Figure 8. The inﬂuence of area and relief on the grain size bias for three different breakdown coefﬁcients. Here erosion
rates increase with altitude according to E i ¼ 0:01e0:0013ðZ i Z 0 Þ and sediment size increases with altitude according
to Di ¼ e0:00174 ðZ i Z 0 Þ . Thick black line represents threshold between overestimating and underestimating erosion rates
(i.e., where the error factor = 1). (a) When the breakdown coefﬁcient is low, the bias is not strongly sensitive to area. (b) The
sensitivity to area increases with increasing breakdown coefﬁcient, reﬂecting an increasing underrepresentation of more
distal points in the catchment due to increasing breakdown. (c) When the breakdown coefﬁcient is high, breakdown
becomes increasingly sensitive to relief with increasing area. To show how the relative scale of bias translates into absolute
values, we highlight the area and relief at Inyo Creek (star), where the error factor is nearly 3 based on cosmogenic nuclides
and detrital thermochronometry in multiple sediment sizes [Riebe et al., 2015], and two other catchments (white circle and
black square)—see text.

erosion rate, which are generally unknown, a priori. To explore how the relative scaling in Figure 8 might
translate to an absolute scaling of likely errors in the real world, we pose several hypothetical cases. For
reference, the yellow star in each panel marks the area and relief of Inyo Creek, where erosion rates inferred
from 10Be in sand appear to underestimate the catchment-average erosion rate by a factor of roughly three
[Riebe et al., 2015]. In comparison, the white circle in Figure 8b marks a catchment with relief = 2.8 km and
area = 60 km2; the bias is 1.9 times larger here than at a catchment with Inyo Creek’s area and relief under
the same breakdown rate and the same altitudinal increase in sediment size and erosion rate. Similarly, at
the black square, representing a catchment with area = 95 km2 and relief = 3.6 km, the estimated bias is 3.0
times higher than the bias at the Inyo Creek reference catchment.

5. Discussion
Our analysis of bias across gradients in sediment size, erosion rates, catchment area, and relief revealed the
following general patterns: The bias can be bigger than a factor of 3, based on our analysis of Inyo Creek and
our modeling of larger self-similar catchments. Steeper altitudinal gradients in sediment size lead to larger
bias, all else equal. Bias also increases with increasing altitudinal gradients in erosion rates when sediment
size changes with altitude. However, if sediment size does not vary across the catchment, variations in
erosion rates are captured in the catchment-wide average from any sediment size in the channel, as assumed
in the formulation of equation (3) [Brown et al., 1995; Bierman and Steig, 1996; Granger et al., 1996]. When
sediment size increases with altitude, higher relief and area both lead to higher bias. The effects of relief
dominate over the effects of area. The sensitivity of bias to area is higher when area is relatively small and
when the intensity of breakdown is high (Figure 8). Overall, we found that larger, higher-relief catchments
are more susceptible to bias.
Our analysis demonstrates that the grain size bias can be signiﬁcantly larger than the 8–10% errors introduced by the combination of analytical error, uncertainty in production rates, and uncertainty in shielding
by topography and snow [e.g., Dunai, 2010]. They are similar in magnitude to errors introduced by failing
to account for factors such as chemical enrichment of quartz, glaciation, and poor sediment mixing. For
example, ignoring mass loss due to chemical weathering neglects the associated increase in quartz residence
times and thus may introduce factor-of-2 underestimates of 10Be-inferred erosion rates in catchments with
intensively weathered soils [Riebe and Granger, 2013]. Conversely, ignoring shielding by ice can lead to
factor-of-3 overestimates in erosion rates for catchments that have been covered by glaciers [Glotzbach
et al., 2013]. Meanwhile, insufﬁcient mixing of sediment from tributaries can introduce factor-of-2 errors in
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either direction [Binnie et al., 2006], and episodic delivery of depth-shielded sediment by landslides may introduce even larger errors in small catchments [Yanites et al., 2009]. Grain size bias can be as large as or larger
than many of these sources of error and thus warrants careful consideration in study design.
5.1. Limitations of our Analysis
Although our simulations capture variations in sediment size across slopes, they do not account for the potential for error due to erosion of sediment from depths that are shielded from cosmic rays. If sediment size varies
with depth below the landscape surface, different grain sizes could have different cosmogenic nuclide concentrations due to the exponential decrease in cosmogenic nuclide production with depth. The potential for this
type of bias was highlighted in the earliest study of catchment-average erosion rates from cosmogenic
nuclides [Brown et al., 1995]; lower cosmogenic nuclide concentrations in coarser stream sediment sizes were
attributed to delivery of the sediment from greater depths on catchment slopes by landsliding. Our model
could be adapted to account for this complication. However, our goal here was to explore the bias that arises
due to lateral rather than vertical variations in sediment size distributions, without the confounding effects of
other factors. Thus, our analysis does not account for potential variations in sediment size with depth.
Although our analysis explicitly incorporates spatial variations in long-term erosion rates, it does not account
for the stochastic delivery of packets of sediment from isolated areas within the catchment by landsliding
[Benda and Dunne, 1997; Binnie et al., 2007]. Rather, our approach assumes that stream sediment is eroded
from all areas and mixed in the stream according to the spatial distribution of long-term average erosion
rates. Previous studies have demonstrated that complications from landslides will be an important additional
factor to consider in the steep mountain catchments where grain size bias is likely to arise [Niemi et al., 2005;
Reinhardt et al., 2007; Yanites et al., 2009]. Because our model is spatially explicit, it could be adapted to incorporate stochastic erosion from landsliding. However, this is beyond the scope of this study.
Our model could also be adapted to incorporate the effects of variations in lithology across the study catchments. Spatial variability in bedrock lithology could inﬂuence nuclide concentrations in stream sediment in at
least two ways. First, differences in concentration of the host mineral (usually quartz) across the catchment
could lead to underrepresentation or overrepresentation of some parts of the landscape in the sampled
stream sediment [Granger and Riebe, 2014; Carretier et al., 2015]. For instance, if bedrock exposed at upper
elevations is quartz-poor relative to bedrock at lower elevations, upper elevations will contribute less quartz
than lower elevations, even if erosion rates are spatially uniform. Thus, the upper elevations, which have faster production rates of cosmogenic nuclides, would be underrepresented in the sample, and the estimated
erosion rate would be too high. The resulting lithologic bias resembles the grain size bias in that it arises
because some elevations are underrepresented in the sample. With a priori knowledge of bedrock lithology
and mineralogy, the analysis of bias presented here could be modiﬁed to incorporate spatial variations in
host mineral concentration by introducing it as an additional term in equation (4), thus accounting for the
relative fraction of the host mineral contributed from different parts of the landscape. In our simulations,
we assumed that host mineral concentrations were uniform across each catchment.
In addition to introducing differences in host mineral concentrations, lithologic differences in weathering
rates and styles could also lead to spatial variations in the sizes of sediment produced on slopes. This could
lead to differences in cosmogenic nuclide concentrations across stream sediment sizes. For instance, sandstone will tend to produce sand-sized particles, whereas a pebble conglomerate in the same catchment will
tend to produce pebbles, sand, and smaller particles. If the sandstone and conglomerate are exposed at different elevations or are eroding at different rates, pebbles and sand in the stream sediment would harbor different cosmogenic nuclide concentrations due to differences in nuclide production rates or hillslope erosion
rates. Similar differences could arise due to variations in fracture density, igneous texture (e.g., ﬁne grained
versus pegmatitic), and other intrinsic differences in bedrock that control the size of sediment produced
on hillslopes. To account for variations in lithology, the forward model could be modiﬁed to include changes
in sediment size or erosion rate across lithologic contacts.
In our analysis of bias, we assumed that changes in sediment size and erosion rates are continuous with elevation, which is consistent with the climatic control on sediment production that has been observed in previous studies [Marshall and Sklar, 2012; Riebe et al., 2015]. Because we used continuous functions, our
approach is best suited to capturing the trends rather than the details in the relationships between climate,
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sediment size, and erosion rate. In practice, the altitudinal increases in sediment size and erosion rates may be
more complex than the simple exponential functions used here. Our forward model is spatially explicit and is
therefore capable of handling such complexities, but we refrained from adding them here because they are
poorly understood. Likewise, we used a simple exponential function to describe reduction of sediment size
by abrasion (equation (7)), recognizing that large uncertainties remain in predicting sediment breakdown
in natural systems [Sklar et al., 2006]. Additional complexity might be needed to account for the fact that particles are reduced in size not only by abrasion during transport but also by fracturing [Attal and Lavé, 2009;
Chatanantavet et al., 2010; Le Bouteiller et al., 2011]. Moreover, our implicit assumption that size reduction
occurs at the same fractional rate for each size class, from boulders to sand, is likely an oversimpliﬁcation.
As more is learned about how particle sizes are reduced during transport, the behavior could be incorporated
into our forward model.
5.2. Implications of Ignoring Grain Size Bias
Our results indicate that signiﬁcant bias can arise in studies that fail to sample sediment that is representative
of catchment-wide erosion rates. In many instances, the bias may be safe to ignore because the catchment is
small and sediment size does not vary by much across it. For example, in the Fort Sage Mountains of
California, where results from equation (3) compare well with independent measurements of erosion rates
from two catchments, cosmogenic 10Be differ by less than 50% across sediment sizes in catchment streams
[Granger et al., 1996]. This may reﬂect both the relatively low relief (400 m) of the Fort Sage Mountain catchments and the tendency of bedrock to produce grus of relatively uniform size across hillslopes. Under such
conditions, there is little cause for concern regarding interpretations of cosmogenic nuclides in
stream sediment.
In contrast, our results indicate that bias may be important to consider in landscapes that have higher relief
and either large area or a propensity for spatial variations in sediment size. In such landscapes, bias may be
substantial and may vary systematically with factors of interest such as climate and relief. This raises the possibility of artifactual correlations in previous cosmogenic nuclide studies of erosion rates. For example, when
sediment size and erosion rate both increase with elevation, the correlation between bias and catchment
relief (Figure 8) would lead to substantial underestimation of the correlation between average erosion rates
and catchment relief. This suggests that previous studies may have underestimated the role of relief in
explaining variations in catchment-wide erosion rates. More generally, artifactual correlations due to grain
size bias may help explain why it has been difﬁcult to detect expected trends in catchment-wide erosion rates
across relief and climate [Riebe et al., 2000, 2001a; von Blanckenburg, 2005].
5.3. Accounting for Grain Size Bias
Understanding variations in the sizes of sediment produced by erosion across hillslopes remains a fundamental challenge in geomorphology. Because little is known about how sediment size varies across mountain
slopes, it is difﬁcult to know a priori whether grain size bias may be large enough to inﬂuence interpretations
of cosmogenic nuclides in sediment. This makes it difﬁcult to identify catchments where the traditional
approach of sampling a narrow range of sediment sizes is appropriate. However, evidence suggests that sediment size can vary markedly with climate and topography [Marshall and Sklar, 2012; Riebe et al., 2015; Attal
et al., 2015], implying that the bias may need to be accounted for in many landscapes.
In catchments where many sediment sizes are present in the stream, bias can be detected using thermochronometric and cosmogenic nuclide data from multiple sediment sizes. If thermochronometric ages vary
among sizes, it may indicate that the sizes originate from different elevations [Vermeesch, 2007] and thus that
the size distributions of eroded sediment vary with elevation [Riebe et al., 2015]. Likewise, if cosmogenic
nuclide concentrations vary with sediment sizes in the stream, it may indicate that the sizes originate from
locations with different erosion rates [Belmont et al., 2007; Codilean et al., 2014; Attal et al., 2015], which would
also indicate that sediment size varies across catchment slopes.
In practice, there will be many scenarios in which neither thermochronometry nor cosmogenic nuclides alone
will unequivocally reveal the potential for grain size bias in catchment-average erosion rates. For example,
many catchments lack datable minerals or systematic age-elevation relationships for thermochronometric
ﬁngerprinting of sediment source elevations. Meanwhile, cosmogenic nuclides can vary with sediment size
due to other complications besides a grain size bias [Matmon et al., 2003; Belmont et al., 2007; Codilean
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et al., 2010, 2014; Puchol et al., 2014; Aguilar et al., 2014; Attal et al., 2015], making interpretations of data from
multiple sediment sizes inherently equivocal. For instance, variations in 10Be concentrations with sediment
sizes could reﬂect the preferential breakdown of coarse particles originating from higher elevations, where
nuclide production rates are higher [Matmon et al., 2003]: This may help explain why coarse clasts have relatively low cosmogenic nuclide concentrations in some streams [Matmon et al., 2003; Belmont et al., 2007].
Such an effect could be simulated in our forward model by making coarser sizes more prone to breakdown
than ﬁner sizes (i.e., such that α increases with D). But that would fail to address the alternative possibility that
relatively low 10Be concentrations in coarser sediment reﬂect preferential delivery of cosmic-ray-shielded
coarse particles from deep-seated landslides [Belmont et al., 2007; Brown et al., 1995]. The inﬂuence of these
mechanisms could be deciphered using a combination of thermochronometry and cosmogenic nuclides in
multiple sediment sizes, but both techniques would need to be applicable at the catchment in question.
If thermochronometry is impossible and cosmogenic nuclides are equivocal on their source of variation, the
potential for bias could nonetheless be evaluated in a catchment using more conventional geomorphological observations. In particular, direct measurements of the sizes of sediment produced on hillslopes across
the catchment could prove invaluable. Inferences from remote sensing, satellite photos, and known climatic
variability across the catchment might also be helpful. For example, if remotely sensed vegetation is less common in some places than others, it may indicate that there are differences in geomorphic processes that have
led to variations in sediment size [Riebe et al., 2015]. Likewise, if satellite photos show that talus aprons are
more common at higher elevations, it might indicate that grain size increases with elevation. Similarly, if climate data suggest that altitudinal variations in frost cracking are signiﬁcant across the catchment [Hales and
Roering, 2007], it could be indicative of altitudinal differences in sediment sizes on slopes [Riebe et al., 2015].
We suggest that researchers should use all of the available information to evaluate how sediment size might
vary across the landscape when developing sampling strategies for any stream that carries a wide range of
sediment sizes.
If available information suggests that grain size varies across catchment slopes, then it may be possible to
quantify and account for the resulting grain size bias by analyzing multiple sediment sizes for cosmogenic
nuclides. However, more work is needed to validate this idea. It may even be possible to quantify how grain
size distributions vary across slopes by combining detrital thermochronometry and cosmogenic nuclide measurements from multiple sediment sizes in the stream [Riebe et al., 2015]. Cosmogenic nuclides reﬂect the
pace of erosion on slopes where sediment is produced, whereas thermochronometric ages identify the
source elevations of individual sediment grains. This means that rather than specifying altitudinal variations
in erosion rates and sediment sizes in a forward model (as we have done here to explore bias), one could
instead quantify these variations in an inverse approach using observations from sediment in the stream.
For example, at Inyo Creek, a coupled analysis of cosmogenic nuclides and thermochronometric ages in
two sediment sizes has shown that both the erosion rate and the size of sediment produced on slopes
increase markedly with altitude [Riebe et al., 2015]. With measurements from additional stream sediment
sizes, it should be possible to more precisely quantify the relationships between altitude, sediment size,
and erosion rate in catchments.

6. Conclusions
Here we identiﬁed a previously underappreciated but potentially widespread bias in cosmogenic nuclide studies of catchment-average erosion rates. This bias arises in studies that sample a narrow range of stream sediment sizes (e.g., sand) from catchments where gradients in weathering lead to spatial variability in the sizes of
sediment produced on slopes. The grain size bias increases with catchment relief and area and is most pronounced in catchments with steep altitudinal gradients in sediment size and erosion rates, leading to errors
of a factor of 3 or more. Erosion rates may be overestimated or underestimated, depending on how erosion
rates vary across the catchment. When erosion rates increase quickly with altitude, the bias leads to an underestimate of the catchment-average erosion rate. Conversely, if erosion rates increase slowly or decrease with
altitude, the bias leads to an overestimate of catchment-average erosion rate. Sediment breakdown during
transport increases the bias, regardless of how erosion rates vary across the catchment.
Modeling results presented here provide a theoretical basis for identifying landscapes where cosmogenic
nuclides could substantially overestimate or underestimate catchment-average erosion rates. Data from
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Inyo Creek demonstrate that such biases can be quantiﬁed using cosmogenic nuclides and detrital thermochronometry in multiple sediment sizes. When combined together, these measurements may also provide a
way to study spatial variations in sediment production and erosion and thus move beyond the catchment
averages of conventional cosmogenic nuclide studies. By quantifying details of how erosion and weathering
vary across catchments, such work promises to provide new insights into the feedbacks between erosion,
climate, topography, and tectonics.

Appendix A: Generating Synthetic Distributions of Elevation and Travel Distance
To build synthetic distributions of elevation and travel distance following the approach of Sklar et al. [2016],
we needed three things: an expression for the longitudinal channel proﬁle, an expression for the longitudinal
ridge proﬁle, and a way to distribute catchment area between the two proﬁles. To create a channel proﬁle, we
combined two common power-law scaling relationships. The ﬁrst is Flint’s Law, which relates channel slope
(S) and upstream drainage area (A) [Flint, 1974]:
S ¼ k s Aθ :

(A1)

Here ks and θ are empirical constants. The second is Hack’s Law (equation (A2)) which describes the scaling
between distance along the stream and drainage area [Hack, 1957; Rigon et al., 1996] and can be written in
terms of the local distance upstream of the catchment outlet (x):
A ¼ k A ðLmax  x ÞH ;

(A2)

where kA and H are empirical constants. Here Lmax is deﬁned as the longest travel distance to the catchment
outlet, measured along the stream channel.
Combining equations (A1) and (A2) yields an expression for the slope of the channel as a function of distance
upstream, which we then integrate to obtain the elevation of the channel (zc) as a function of upstream travel
distance, x:
h
i
1θH
zc ¼ k c Lmax
 ðLmax  x Þ1θH :
(A3)
Here kc is a coefﬁcient calculated as follows:
kc ¼

k s k θ
A
:
1  θH

(A4)

Equation (A3) describes the channel proﬁle for the ﬂuvial part of the landscape [e.g., Whipple and
Tucker, 1999].
At travel distances on the long proﬁle that fall above the ﬂuvial part of the landscape, this relationship may
not hold [e.g., Stock and Dietrich, 2003]. To approximate the channel slope in these reaches, we used a constant slope (Sh) deﬁned by the coefﬁcients from equations (A1) and (A2) according to equation (A5).
Sh ¼

ks
ðLmax  x ÞθH :
k θA

(A5)

This slope extends from the “channel head,” at Lch, to the catchment divide, at Lmax. Equations (A3) and (A5)
can be used to calculate the elevation of the unchanneled valley above the channel head according to
equation (A6).
 1θH

1θH
zc ¼ k c Lmax
 Lch
(A6)
þ Sh ðx  x ch Þ:
Here xch is the distance measured along the channel between the catchment divide and the channel head.
Together, equations (A4) and (A6) deﬁne the longitudinal channel proﬁle from catchment mouth to its divide.
Equation (A4) applies when x < xch; equation (A6) applies when x lies between xch and the divide (i.e., Lmax).
The elevation of the channel proﬁle at the maximum travel distance, zc_max, can be calculated from
equation (A7).
 1θH

 Lch þ Sh Lch :
zcmax ¼ k c Lmax
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Table A1. Parameters Used to Generate Synthetic Distributions of Elevation and Travel Distance
Parameter
ks
kA
Lmax
θ
H
Lch
kRe
β1
β2

Value Used or Range Explored

Description

5–25
1.28
600–20,000 m
0.31
1.75
600 m
0.6
2.6
3.4

Intercept coefﬁcient for channel proﬁle
Hack’s Law coefﬁcient
Longest travel distance
Channel curvature coefﬁcient
Hack’s Law exponent
Distance from catchment divide to channel head
Ridge proﬁle coefﬁcient
First shape parameter in beta distribution
Second shape parameter in beta distribution

To generate a synthetic ridge proﬁle, we used a power law to describe the relationship between elevation
and distance, where zR is the elevation of the ridge as a function of upstream travel distance (x) and kRe is
an adjustable parameter.
zR ¼ k Re x P :

(A8)

The exponent P depends on the parameters used in the channel proﬁle. If the channel and ridge proﬁles
meet at both the ridge, where x = Lmax, and the channel outlet, where x = 0, we can solve for P, as follows:


log zckmax
Re
P¼
:
(A9)
logðLmax Þ
Overall, the equations used to build longitudinal channel and ridge proﬁles include seven parameters that
can be tuned to change the size and shape of the synthetic catchment they deﬁne.
The next step in building synthetic distributions of elevation and travel distance is to distribute catchment area in a realistic way between the channel and ridge proﬁles. The elevations of the highest ridge
and lowest channel in each travel distance bin deﬁne the top and bottom of the area distribution at
the travel distance. To assign area within that range of elevations, we used a beta distribution. The beta
distribution is deﬁned by two shape parameters, β1 and β2. To deﬁne a realistic β1 and β2 for our simulations, we used best ﬁt values derived from a chi-square minimization analysis of the observed distribution
of area at each travel distance in the Inyo Creek catchment. The best ﬁt values of β1 and β2 were 2.6 and
3.4, respectively.
We tuned parameters in equations (A1)–(A9) by eye for a good ﬁt to the DEM from Inyo Creek, which we
binned into increments of 40 m for elevation and 100 m for travel distance. The best ﬁt parameters fall within
the range of published values for steep channels [e.g., Hack, 1957; Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Tucker and
Whipple, 2002] and are reported in Table A1.
Together, the parameters in Table A1 can be used to generate synthetic distributions of elevation and travel
distance, for comparison with the hypsometry and width function of Inyo Creek. The agreement between the
synthetic and observed distributions (Figure 5) suggests that the approach outlined in this appendix can be
used to produce realistic inputs for our forward model of sediment erosion and mixing.
To explore the effects of varying catchment relief and area on the grain size bias, we generated synthetic
distributions of elevation and travel distance that are self-similar to those at Inyo Creek by varying two
parameters: the longest travel distance (Lmax) and the channel proﬁle intercept (ks). All other parameters
remained the same for the simulation results displayed in Figure 8. This approach allowed us to isolate the
effects of catchment area and relief on the grain size bias, without the potentially confounding effects of
changes the catchment shape. To generate the plots in Figure 8, we explored a range in Lmax from 600 to
20,000 m and a range in ks from 5 to 25. This produced a range in catchment area between 0.5 and
110 km2 and a range in catchment relief from 300 to over 6000 m. Catchment relief in natural landscapes
rarely exceeds 4000 m within the range of areas considered; thus, we plot catchment relief of 4000 m or
less to maintain realistic ranges of catchment area and relief. We also explored the inﬂuence of catchment
shape (by varying θ and kRe) but found it to have a much smaller effect on the bias than either area
or relief.
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